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I LOVE MINORITY 
The MINORITY resulted by the division of 

the Korean Peninsula….



The Korean Peninsula and North East Asia

Divided Korea- North East Asia

Island Country



Korean History

 5000 years as a nation state- Gojoseon, Three 
Kingdoms, Goryeo

 1392 - Joseon Dynasty established
- Invasion of China and Japan, cooperation, competition

1910 – Japan’s annexation of Korea
- Japanese colonial rule/ Independence movement

August 15, 1945-Korea liberated from Japan/ result 
of the defeat of Japan

- trusteeship rule/ division along the 38th parallel / 
confrontation of the right and left/ US-Soviet 
agreement of division

August 15, 1948- S. Korean government established
September 9- N. Korean government established



Korean Peninsula and NEA

 June 25, 1950- Korean War (invasion from the North)
- joined by UN Force of 16 countries/ Chinese communist arm

 July 27, 1953- Armistice Agreement (truce)

 January 21, 1968–the Blue House Raid (Kim Shinjo 
incident)
- armed agents dispatched to the South

 1970- Kim Jong Il designated as successor
 1972- July 4th North-South Joint Statement

- (Lee Hu Rak / Kim Young Ju exchange visits) dialogue begins

 August 18, 1976- Panmunjom axe murder incident   



Korean Peninsula and NEA

 October 26, 1979- Assassination of President of 
Korea, Park Jung-hee

 May 18, 1980- Kwangju Democratization Movement

 October 9, 1983- Rangoon Bombing (Myanmar)
- 17 SK government officials killed

 1984- North Korea offers aid to South’s flooding  
crisis
- reunion of separated families

 June 29, 1987- Pro-Democratic Resistance Movement 
November 1987- Bombing of Korean Air Flight (Kim      
Hyun-hee)

 1988- Seoul Olympics



Korean Peninsula and NEA

 1989- North Korea holds 13th World Festival of Youth 
and Students

- US-Soviet Union Summit/ end of the Cold War

September 1990- establishment of Korea-Soviet Union 
diplomatic relations

 1991- South and North simultaneously join the UN

August 1992- Korea-China diplomatic ties

 July 8, 1994- the death of Kim Il Sung (before the first 
summit with the South scheduled on July 25)

 1995- the Arduous March(millions starved to death)
 February 12, 1997- Secretary of NK’s Workers’ Party        

defects to the South



Korean Peninsula and NEA

 1998- Kim Dae-jung takes office as President 
(Sunshine Policy)

 2000-1st South-North Summit(Kim Dae-jung 
and Kim Jong Il)

 2007- 2nd Summit (Roh Moo-hyun and Kim Jong Il)

 2009- Kim Jong Un designated as successor

 2010- Cheonan/ Yeonpyeong Provocations

 December 17, 2011-death of Kim Jong Il, Kim Jong Un 
becomes the third-generation heir

 February 2013- President Park Geunhye takes office
 2014- UN COI Report on North Korean Human Rights



Korean Peninsula and NEA

분단 한국- 동북아시아

섬나라

Territory/family/people

Separation



Korean Peninsula’s Present State

North Korea – a world of DARKNESS



Hunger and Starvation of North Koreans



Food/Economic Crisis –after the 1990’s

 Current food distribution
20%-level

 80% purchased through 
markets



North Korean Industries and Production

Operating Ratio of Factories 20 ~ 30% 

domestic handicraft industry 
(private business)  

State-run companies are in 
reality privatized



Continuation of economic crisis/corruption

- economic crisis results in 

corruption and irregularities

 Economic difficulties 

continue for long-term

- bribery for travel license, entry/exit  

to China, delivery of goods, waiver 

of punishment are common

- Corruption of state institutions at a 

very serious level → workers in these 

institutions secure means of making a 

living

 Bribery, prostituion, 

human trafficking, theft, 

smuggling….crimes for 

survival rampant



Increase of Plundering by Military

 Military food ration below the standard, 1/3 suffer malnutrition

 Negative image of the military

 Mothers enlist in the army together (guardians to stand-by)



The Spread of Markets

 Tradition markets around 3000-4000 (Hyesan, Nasun markets)

 80% or more of necessary commodities purchased in the markets 

(mostly made in China, some made in Korea)

 Increase of information exchange/ comparative awareness

(3 million cell-phone users)

 Spread of capitalism(laborers, capitalist, day laborers are seen)



Resistance to governmental authority

1. Resistance to regulators in 
markets-

Difficult for  police, regulators 

2. Countrywide spread of 
South Korean CDs-

Daily resistance, voluntary spread



Reasons to focus on N.K. Human Rights Issue

Duality and ambiguity of the main actor for 
resolution ”the North Korean authority= 
perpetrators as well as the problem solver”

It is a national, humanitarian, universal, and 

international issue

It is serious, urgent, systematic, and widespread

”North Korea=a modern ‘department store’
with all human rights issues”



The Core Issues on N. K. Human Rights

1. Political Prisoner Camp

3. Everyday Violence on \
Right to Live

5. Abduction, Detainment,  
and Separated Families

2. Violence of Right to Life
including Public Execution

4. Issue of Forcibly  
Repatriated Defectors

6. Women, Children, and 
Religious Persecution



 Political prisoner camp in NK

- a facility isolated from society, built to strictly 

punish those involved in North Korean 

political issues, and also their family members

* Reason for Punishment:  Guilt by Association 

 Scale of Political prisoner camp

- No exact numbers of camps and   

prisoners, estimated 4-5 with 130,500 prisoners

1-1. What is  the Political Prisoner 
Camp in NK?



1-2. NK Political prisoner camp operation status

In operation Not verifiable(Unknown)

No. 22 Hweryong

No. 25 Chongjin

No. 16 Hwasong

No. 19 Tanchon

No. 24 Tongshin

No. 15 Yodok

No. 14 Kaechon

No. 18 Pukchang



 Purpose

- Create state terrorism on North Korean 

residents, eliminate all political resistance awareness

 Control of Prisoners

- control of prisoners through discriminatory 

reward system, creating mutual competition

→restrict/permit  food, hours of sleep, marriage(sex drive)

- Total Control Zone :  until death

- Revolutionizing Zone: certain period of time

1-3. Political prisoner camp operation system



 Place of worst human rights violence

 Takes away identification card, strips away basic rights 

including right to vote

 No regular food distribution, health care/ education benefits

 Prohibition of marriage and reproduction (total control zone-

permitted partially (hard, forced labor in poor conditions)

 Everyday physical abuse and cruel treatment

1-4. Human rights situation in Political 
prisoner camp



 Prisoner Rule(Kaechon internment camp “Total Control Zone” #14- 10 principles)

1. You shall escape 

2. Not more than 3 persons are allowed to meet and talk

3. You shall not steal.     

4. You shall obey the security guards

5. You shall report immediately of any outsiders or anyone who appears   

suspicious.   

6. Each other monitors and report immediately if found suspicious

7. You shall complete your daily assigned work 

8. Outside of work, women and men are not allowed to meet

9. You shall be in deep remorse of what you’ve done

10. Anyone who does not abide the laws of the camp will be shut to death 

immediately.

1-5. Case of an escapee from Camp 14



 Violence of Right to Life

- Oppressive ruling by creating fear through public 

execution

- Secret/public/random execution in political 

prisoner camp

 Change in those publicly executed

- anti-regime colors or heavy economic crimes (after    

the food crisis in the mid 1990s) expanded to 

general crimes like human traffickers, social 

outcasts, thieves, vandal.

2-1. Right to Life/ Public Execution



▲ March 1, 2005. Hweryong City in 

North Hamkyung Province

Residents are gathered to watch public 

execution. Japanese media N-TV reported 

the number to be thousands

▲ 11 people being dragged for public 

execution

2-2. Right to Life/ Public Execution



▲ Tied to scaffold ▲ Shot down

2-3. Right to Life/ Public Execution



 Chronic economic/food crises threaten people’s 

rights to live
→ After the mid 1990’s, massive defection

 1-3 million people estimated to have starved to 

death from 1995 to 1999

 Those greatly affected are children, seniors, and the 

socially vulnerable.

 The core of violence on right to live is food and 

health care issue
→ Proper distribution and free health care not       

being worked out thus stripping away right to live.

3. Everyday Violence of Right to Live



4. Everyday Violence of Right to Live

http://tvpot.daum.net/clip/ClipView.do?clipid=24676905


 Background on forced repatriation from China 

of North Korean defectors

 Investigation process/ punishment of the 

forcibly repatriated

 The increase of outside information with 

increase of the forcibly repatriated

5. Forcibly repatriated defectors



 Abduction and Detainment

- Abductees during and after the Korean War, abduction 

of foreigners, issue with POWS(Prisoners of War)

 Scale/number of abduction and detainees

- Post war abductees: approximately 3,790 abducted, 500 

detained

- Abductees during war: estimated to be 84,532(1953-

Korea statistical yearbook) 

- POWS:  missing during war 82,000, 500 to be alive

 Separated families

6. Abduction, detainment, separated 
family issue



 Human trafficking of women and status on their rights 

of reproduction

7-1. Women, Children, Religious Persecution

Female Defector Testifies in Washington DC

“I hop e the North Korean women are no 

more sold like animals“

Two North Korean defectors told their 

heartbreaking stories of their escape from the 

North to South Korea at a press conference 

on North Korean women trafficking report 

hosted by HRNK on April 29, 2009. 

In the picture is Bang Misun who used to be 

an actor in  the Musan  propaganda squad



 Status on Religious Persecution

7-2. Women, Children, Religious Persecution



‘Small Reunification’ being done….

Law suit between South/North separated families (North Korean 

side wins the case)

North Korean defectors about 27,000, 80 POWs, 9 abductees returned

Among separated families, about 80,000 South Koreans who  applied for 

reunion are currently alive

Problems predicted to emerge after reunification occurring now

Property rights, inheritance rights, double marriage issues 
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